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ABSTRACT
The composition of the troposphere is strongly affected by biogenic and
anthropogenic emissions of chemical compounds, including hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, and the nitrogen oxides. The emissions of non-methane hydrocarbons, in
particular, have a large impact on the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere (which
determines the fate and lifetime of a large number of pollutants and greenhouse
gases) and on the budget and distribution of tropospheric ozone and aerosols. These
compounds are therefore key actors in both air quality and climate change issues.
The terrestrial vegetation represents by far their largest source on the global scale.
Foliar emissions include isoprene (C5H8), monoterpenes (C10H16) and other
compounds.
Whereas the chemistry of isoprene is relatively well established and realistic
mechanisms for its atmospheric oxidation are included in many chemistry-transport
models, the degradation of monoterpenes remains speculative at this stage. Due to
the low volatility of a number of their oxidation products, monoterpenes are
considered as important precursors of organic aerosols in the atmosphere. In
addition, acetone, a known oxidation product of several monoterpenes, is believed to
be an important source of radicals in the region of the tropopause, and to influence
the budget of ozone and hydroxy radicals. Due to the cold temperatures and low
pressures prevailing in this region, however, the precise influence of acetone and
other oxygenated organic compounds is uncertain, due to the possibility of
unexpected behaviour of key reactions in the conditions typical of the tropopause.
In this project, the impact of monoterpenes and other key organic compounds on the
formation of oxidants and aerosols has been investigated through a combination of
laboratory, theoretical and modelling studies.
Experimental techniques developed in Leuven in a previous project (under the PODO
1 programme) have been further elaborated in both Leuven (C.V.) and Brussels
(E.A.) to study the reaction of important monoterpenes (α- and β-pinene, ∆3-carene
and limonene) with hydroxyl radicals (OH) in presence of oxygen (20%) and under
reaction pressures of 50-200 Torr. These reactions have been studied in fast flow
reactors equipped with a microwave discharge as clean OH radical source. In order
to clarify the role of the terpene chemistry a major challenge is the identification and
quantification of the semi-volatile compounds formed as oxidation products.
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In the study conducted in Leuven (C.V.), these products are collected on a liquid
nitrogen trap and “derivatized” prior to analysis. Reaction products are identified and
quantified using two complementary techniques, HPLC-MS and HPLC-DAD. New
ionization techniques have been explored (for HPLC-MS), and appropriate analytical
methods have been developed. The following products are found in the reaction of βpinene with OH: formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, trans-3-hydroxynopinone,
nopinone, perilla alcohol, perillaldehyde and myrtanal, with formaldehyde and
nopinone the most important ones. Caronaldehyde is identified as the most important
reaction product in the ∆3-carene+OH reaction, together with formaldehyde and
acetone. For limonene, endolim is identified as the dominant product together with 4AMCH, formaldehyde and acetone. The relative yields have been determined under
a variety of experimental conditions. The impact of variations in the reaction time,
reaction pressure, nitric oxide concentration, initial hydrogen concentration and
OH/terpene concentration ratio on the product yields has been investigated. Finally, a
kinetic reaction study of the α-pinene+OH reaction has been carried out. It suggests
that a large number of polyfunctional products (such as hydroxyperoxides) could not
be detected, possibly representing as much as 50% of the total on a molar basis.
This problem should be solved in future studies by using our newly developed HPLCMSn technique coupled with a suitable ionisation source (ESI or APCI).
In the study conducted in Brussels (E.A.), the organic reactant and its products are
led into a chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) where they react with
appropriate precursor ions (e.g. H3O+, NO+, CH3O- or SF6-). The ion/molecule
reactions result in specific product ions which are the “fingerprints” of the molecules
to be detected. A low pressure fast-flow reactor has been used in the first stage of
the project. It has been replaced later on by a high pressure turbulent flow reactor,
which combines the advantage of efficient mixing with the possibility to perform
experiments at higher pressures (200 Torr). Since absolute and accurate CIMSbased quantification requires the knowledge of the rate constants and product ion
distributions of the relevant ion/molecule reactions, these parameters have been
measured in a selected ion flow tube instrument (SIFT), and confirmed by theoretical
calculations in collaboration with Leuven (J.P.). The characterization of ion/molecule
reactions for the monoterpenes, for their oxidation products and for a large number of
other oxygenated organics constituted an important part of the work in this project.
The absolute yields of the main oxidation products (acetone, formaldehyde,
pinonaldehyde and nopinone) in the reactions of α-pinene (at 2 and 50 Torr) and βpinene (at 200 Torr) with OH have been determined in varied conditions.
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An extensive theoretical and mechanistic study of the OH-initiated oxidation of αpinene, pinonaldehyde and β-pinene has been conducted in Leuven (J.P.). On
objective theoretical grounds, the fate of the many oxy radicals involved in these
mechanisms has been predicted. This work is based on objective chemical kinetics
knowledge, or quantitative structure-activity relationships (SARs)―some of which
were further developed in this project―and ab initio or density functional theory
(DFT) barrier heights and rotation/vibration parameters, in combination with statistical
rate theories. Based on these studies, we have developed detailed mechanisms for
the OH-initiated oxidation of α-pinene, pinonaldehyde and β-pinene. Our
mechanisms describe the chemistry of all existing OH addition and H abstraction
pathways. This work led us to discover novel reaction pathways, which were entirely
overlooked so far. These non-traditional “ring closure” reactions of oxy and peroxy
radicals were never reported in laboratory conditions, but are nonetheless important
or even crucial in the oxidation of isoprene and many monoterpenes in the real
atmosphere, due to the lower concentrations of radicals in the atmosphere compared
to the laboratory. In typical experimental setups, the ring closure reactions are usually
outrun by other reactions.
The total product yields (obtained by propagating the product fractions in each step
of the mechanism) are in good general agreement with experimental values, with the
exception of the formaldehyde yield in the oxidation of pinonaldehyde, which is about
one order of magnitude lower than the only reported experimental result (very high
value that remains unconfirmed). We have performed a critical evaluation of the few
mechanisms available in the literature, especially concerning the steps leading to the
main products. The same methods have been also applied, to a more limited extent,
to the ozonolysis of α-pinene.
The α-pinene mechanism described above has been generalized and implemented in
a chemical “box” model (J-F.M., J.P.). We have estimated the rates of the photolysis
processes and of the peroxy radical reactions involved in this mechanism on the
basis of a detailed literature survey. The impact of the numerous permutation
reactions of peroxy radicals is accounted for by including the reactions of each
individual radical with pseudo-species representing radical classes. We have
validated the mechanism and the model against the series of ~40 photooxidation
experiments performed by Nozière et al. (1999). The model performs well for all
species, except acetone in the absence of NO. This is a probable consequence of
the non-explicit treatment of the chemistry following specific reactions in the
mechanism (ring closure, oxidation of primary products). Based on the explicit
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mechanism (2000 reactions), a reduced mechanism of only ~100 reactions has been
designed, suitable for use in 3-dimensional models.
We have developed a model for calculating the partitioning between the gas and
particulate phases of the monoterpene degradation products (J-F.M.). It relies on the
estimation of the vapor pressures of organic compounds according to group
contribution principles. The method has been adjusted by using a large set of vapor
pressure measurements. It is found to be of comparable or better performance than a
widely used prediction method, UNIFAC. Since pinic acid can be expected to be
mostly present as dimer in laboratory conditions, we suggest that the partial vapor
pressure of this dimer should be close to the experimental subcooled vapor pressure
for pinic acid. Results from ozonolysis experiments have been used to test both the
mechanism and the gas-particle partitioning model. The total aerosol concentration
observed by one group is fairly well reproduced by the model, in contrast with the
yields observed by another group at higher temperatures.
We have determined the product distribution of the controversial elementary reaction
of acetone with OH radicals in flow reactors by molecular beam sampling mass
spectrometry in Leuven (J.P.) and by the CIMS technique in Brussels (E.A.; see
above). Recent reports had indicated that this reaction proceeds for ~50% by a
mechanism leading to acetic acid, with potentially significant implications for the
chemistry of the upper troposphere. However, our direct measurements of the acetic
acid yield show unequivocally that this reaction path is minor (<5%) and that the Habstraction path is the only route of importance. We have also performed theoretical
calculations (J.P.) which confirm this result and explain the negative temperature
dependence of the reaction rate at low temperatures.
Similarly, we have shown (J.P.) by direct measurements that the elementary
reactions of OH with acetaldehyde and propionaldehyde proceed for >90% by Habstraction and, again contrary to earlier reports, do not yield acids in any significant
amount; this finding is of key importance for the budget of peroxyacylnitrates (PAN)
in the atmosphere. The elementary reaction of OH with acetic acid was found to yield
directly 65% CH3 + CO2, consistent with our theoretical predictions; in addition, we
confirmed the strongly negative temperature dependence of the total rate coefficient,
of importance for Upper Troposphere chemistry models.
Carbonyls are usually assumed to either photodissociate or react with OH radicals in
the atmosphere. In this project, we have shown by state-of-the-art theoretical
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calculations that their reactions with HO2 radicals might play a significant role in the
vicinity of the tropopause (J.P.; J-F.M.). The peroxy radicals formed by these
reactions can either decompose back to the original reactants or undergo other
reactions leading for the largest part to the formation of carboxylic acids. The strong
temperature dependence of the decomposition rates explains the negligible impact of
the overall reaction sequence throughout most of the troposphere (at T>~220 K). We
have assessed the potential significance of these reactions for formaldehyde and
acetone by three-dimensional model calculations. Their contribution to the overall
sink of these compounds is calculated to reach ~30% or more in the tropical
tropopause region, with significant effects on the levels of OH and HO2 radicals.
We have developed a detailed vegetation canopy model for estimating the
temperature and radiative fluxes at the leaf level (J-F.M.). By this way, the widely
used algorithms of Guenther et al. (1995) for the calculation of biogenic emissions
could be evaluated against flux measurements from selected campaigns, and
alternative algorithms have been tested. A good model performance is noted, except
at an Amazonian site and at a mid-latitude site in spring and autumn, where the
model largely overestimates the fluxes. Based on the canopy model and on available
climatologies for meteorological and vegetation parameters, the global emissions of
isoprene and monoterpenes have been estimated at a resolution of 0.5°. The
calculations show that the leaf/air temperature difference might enhance the
emissions by 30% or more in subtropical areas during the dry season.
An alternative approach for estimating the emissions of reactive compounds has
been developed, using a global chemistry-transport model (J-F.M.). The emissions in
the model are optimized by minimizing the bias between the model predictions and a
set of atmospheric observations. The innovative aspect of our study lies in the use of
the adjoint model technique. This method has been successfully applied to the
optimization of the carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides emissions. The method is
also appropriate for estimating the emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds
based on satellite observations of their oxidation by-products formaldehyde and
carbon monoxide.
Finally, the global model IMAGES has been used (J-F.M.) to predict the composition
of the troposphere for present-day as well as for future conditions, in the framework
of model intercomparisons supervised by IPCC. These simulations are based on
different anthropogenic emission scenarios. These scenarios reflect possible future
population, economic and technological changes, including the effect of regulations
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aimed at mitigating the adverse effects of these emissions. The results of these
studies are part of the latest IPCC-TAR report.
Keywords: troposphere, ozone, secondary organic aerosols, biogenic emissions,
volatile organic compounds, oxidation mechanisms, oxidizing capacity of the
atmosphere
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1. INTRODUCTION
The composition of the troposphere is strongly affected by biogenic and
anthropogenic emissions of chemically reactive compounds, including hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and the nitrogen oxides. The anthropogenic emissions of these
compounds – resulting from the burning of fossil fuels, industrial and agricultural
activities, and vegetation fires – are known to deteriorate air quality, with important
effects on human health and agricultural yields, and to enhance the build-up of
greenhouse gases (e.g. ozone) and aerosols, with important effects on climate.
Three-dimensional chemistry/transport models (CTMs) are used to estimate the
impact of human-induced emissions on the tropospheric composition. For this
reason, they are considered essential to policy-makers in their efforts to design
international conventions on air quality and climate change (like the Kyoto Protocol)
aiming at the mitigation of these effects. There are, however, large uncertainties in
these calculations, and possibly important gaps in our representation of the
processes involved.
The present project involves teams led by J.-F. Muller (Brussels, Partner 1), C.
Vinckier (Leuven, Partner 2), J. Peeters (Leuven, Partner 3), and E. Arijs (Brussels,
Partner 4). Its main objective is the reduction of uncertainties, in particular those
associated with
1/ the emissions of ozone precursors, using
-

improved forward emission modelling for the Biogenic Volatile Organic
compounds (BVOCs) (Partner 1)
inverse modelling of emissions based on a global CTM (Partner 1)

2/ the degradation mechanism of monoterpenes (an important class of BVOCs),
focussing on their oxidation by the hydroxyl radical (OH), based on
-

experimental (fast-flow reactor) studies (Partners 2 and 4)
a theoretical investigation of their oxidation mechanism (Partner 3)
model simulation of their oxidation in laboratory or atmospheric conditions,
including the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Partner 1)

3/ the chemistry and impact of selected non-methane volatile organic compounds
(NMVOCs) in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS), based on
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-

experimental, theoretical and modelling investigations of selected reactions
of organics in the temperature and pressure regime typical of this region of
the atmosphere (Partners 1, 3 and 4)

4/ the future evolution of the global tropospheric composition, through contributions to
international (IPCC) modelling exercises (IPCC-TAR report, IPCC-ACCENT
modelling experiments)
The importance of BVOCs stems from their large emissions at the global scale. Their
chemical degradation in the atmosphere has a strong impact on the oxidizing
capacity of the atmosphere, because of their multiple influences on the budgets of O3
and OH radicals. In addition, the degradation of BVOCs leads to the formation of
semi-volatile (carbonyl and carboxyl) compounds, which are considered to be a major
source of secondary organic aerosols (SOA).
Isoprene and monoterpenes are the most prominent classes of BVOCs. The
emissions and chemistry of isoprene and, in some cases, α-pinene (as
representative for the monoterpenes) are now included in many tropospheric CTMs.
The emissions rates in these models are calculated as simple functions of
temperature, light, and ecosystem type, following the model developed by Guenther
et al. (1995). The large uncertainty in the global emission estimates (about a factor 3)
requires a dedicated effort to improve the representation of the canopy processes
involved (e.g. radiative transfer, calculation of leaf temperature), and to validate the
emission algorithms by careful comparisons with campaign data. Another approach,
also explored in this project, consists in the derivation of improved emission
estimates by inverse modelling. Following this methodology, the emissions are
constrained by requiring that the CTM-calculated distribution of known BVOC byproducts (e.g. CO) matches a representative set of observations.
Whereas the chemistry of isoprene is well documented, the degradation of
monoterpenes is still highly uncertain. While a wide variety of oxidation products have
been observed in both the gas- and particulate phases, their yields show a large
uncertainty range. These yields are expected to be strongly dependent on
photochemical conditions (e.g. radiation, NO, NO2, O3, etc.). These conditions are
unfortunately not well controlled in most experimental set-ups; of particular
importance are the respective contributions of O3, OH and NO3 to the overall
monoterpene sink and the formation of aerosols leading to poor overall carbon
balances. For these reasons, many laboratory results cannot be properly interpreted,
unless thorough modelling studies are conducted to reproduce the experimental
conditions. In particular, advanced tools are required in order to better quantify the
partitioning of the low-volatility products between the gas and aerosol phases. The
methods proposed in this project to reduce the uncertainties on the oxidation of
monoterpenes include
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-

-

fast-flow reactor investigations of the reaction of selected monoterpenes
with OH, in the presence of NO and at reactor pressures of 50-200 Torr
detailed theoretical investigation of the oxidation of two monoterpenes by
OH in the presence of NO, and construction of a semi-explicit oxidation
mechanism for α-pinene, the most abundant monoterpene
simulation of laboratory experiments for the oxidation of α-pinene by OH
with and without NO, based on the mechanism mentioned above
derivation of a reduced α-pinene oxidation mechanism for use in a global
CTM, and assessment of its impact in the troposphere

The uncertainties regarding oxidant production in the UT/LS are still very large.
Recent reports have indicated (i) that the chemistry of carbonyls is highly relevant in
this area, in particular with respect to the production of odd hydrogen (HOx) radicals,
and (ii) that this chemistry requires new experimental and theoretical studies,
because the degradation processes of these compounds at the low temperatures
and pressures of the UT might be different from their boundary layer chemistry.
Acetone, frequently present in the UT/LS at ppb-levels, is known to be a major
source of HOx radicals, by direct photolysis as well as by photolysis of CH2O formed
in its OH-initiated oxidation. Very recent measurements have indicated that this
reaction with OH at 200-220 K does not proceed only by H-abstraction, but also by a
mechanism resulting in acetic acid (Wollenhaupt and Crowley, 2000; Vasvary et al.,
2001). It has likewise been reported that the reaction of acetaldehyde with OH yields
mainly formic acid (Taylor et al., 1996) rather than acetyl, the known precursor of
PAN. The low-temperature chemistry of acetic acid is not yet established, but there is
a possibility that its OH-initiated oxidation yields products which photodissociate
rapidly, making also acetic acid an important HOx source. In addition, the evidence
for association reactions of HO2 with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde (Veyret et al
1989; Tomas et al., 2001) prompts us to explore the possibility of HO2-initiated
oxidation mechanisms of aldehydes as well as ketones at the very low temperatures
of the tropopause region, even though HO2 + ketone reactions are generally
accepted to be negligibly slow in all conditions (Gierczak and Ravishankara, 2000).
The specific studies proposed in this project to (re)evaluate the role of oxygenated
NMVOCs in the UT/LS include:
-

-

experimental determinations of the primary-product distributions of the OH
reactions with acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, acetone, and acetic acid
detailed theoretical investigations of the mechanisms of the OH and HO2
radical reactions with C1 – C3 carbonyl and carboxyl compounds and of the
role thereby of H-bonded pre-reactive complexes
3-dimensional modeling studies to assess the potential global impact of
HO2- initiated removal of carbonyls near the tropopause
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2. METHODS
2.1. EMISSION MODELING
2.1.1 Development of a vegetation canopy model
MOHYCAN, a multi-layer vegetation canopy model, has been developed in this
project. The emissions of Biogenic Volatile Organic Compounds (BVOCs) are known
to depend on leaf temperature and visible radiation. Following Goudriaan and van
Laar (1994), the model determines the vertical profile of visible and infrared radiation
in the canopy, including their direct and diffuse components. The radiative
calculations have been validated against observations, and compared with the results
of a simple model. Leaf temperature is also calculated in each layer, for shaded and
sunlit leaves. Stomatal resistance is parameterized according to the model of Sellers
et al. (1986). Water stress is found to play a significant role in the determination of
the emissions, with high stresses leading to smaller stomatal resistance and
generally to higher temperatures and larger emissions.
2.1.2 Inverse modeling of emissions in a global CTM
Inverse modeling is a new and promising approach for constraining the emissions of
tropospheric compounds. It assumes that errors in the emission inventories are the
main cause for biases between the distributions predicted by a CTM and the
observations. Inverse modeling consists in the optimization of the CTM emissions by
the minimization of the model/data bias. This approach has been successfully applied
in past studies to inert and weakly reactive gases like CO2 and CH4.
In a first step in this project, and in collaboration with the Service d’Aéronomie in
Paris, the direct emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) have been optimized in the
CTM IMAGES (Müller and Brasseur, 1995), based on network (CMDL) observations
of this compound. It was assumed that the concentrations of CO respond in a weakly
non-linear way to changes in the emissions, a hypothesis not always verified in the
general case. The emission parameters which were optimized are the aggregated
emissions from the main categories (anthropogenic, biomass burning, oceans …)
over large regions (Europe, Asia, etc.). Although the emissions of BVOC represent a
large source of CO in the atmosphere, this source was not optimized in this study.
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In a second step, a new methodology has been developed for inverting the
emissions, which allows non-linearities. It is based on the “adjoint” model method
also used in 4DVar meteorological assimilation. The emissions of CO, NOx and
BVOC have been simultaneously optimized following this method, based on network
CO measurements and satellite-derived NO2 vertical abundances.
In a third step, the inversion methodology has been further refined to allow for “gridbased” inversions, where the emissions from every model grid cell are optimized
(instead of their average value over large regions), thereby reducing the aggregation
error resulting from their assumed geographical and seasonal distribution within the
large regions. In principle, this powerful new tool should allow an optimal exploitation
of satellite data which, in contrast to in-situ measurements, provide a broad spatial
coverage. This approach is now being tested with the CO global fields from the
MOPITT instrument.
2.2. LABORATORY STUDY OF MONOTERPENE-OH REACTIONS (C.V.,
LEUVEN)
2.2.1 Experimental set-up
In order to investigate the chemistry of important terpenes (α- and β-pinene, ∆3carene and limonene), a fast-flow reactor system has been built, and an appropriate
sampling method has been developed for the oxidation products. In this system,
hydroxyl radicals are generated by the reaction H + NO2 → OH + NO. A major
advantage of the fast-flow reactor technique is the absence of ozone in the system.
Ozone represents a serious difficulty in photochemical reactors, due to the
interference of ozone reactions with organics during sampling and analysis.
A major challenge in laboratory studies dedicated to the oxidation of terpenes is the
identification and quantification of the semi-volatile products, in particular, mono- and
di-ketones, aldehydes and carboxylic acids. Besides methods based on Fourier
transform infra red (FTIR) (Nozière et al., 1999) and proton transfer reaction mass
spectrometry (PTR-MS) (Wisthaler et al., 2001), high-performance liquid
chromatographic (HPLC) separation techniques with UV-VIS diode-array or mass
spectrometric detection have been applied (Van den Bergh et al., 2000). In addition,
a widely used procedure for monitoring carbonyl compounds in air is based on their
derivatization with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine leading to 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazon
(DNPH) (Purdue et al., 1991; EMEP, 1996). Due to the presence of isomers and
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dicarbonyls, HPLC with UV-VIS is inadequate for monoterpene oxidation products.
New detection methods have been developed in this project, which overcome these
limitations.
The semi-volatile reaction products are collected on a liquid nitrogen trap coated with
the DNPH reagent and an internal standard, benzaldehyde-DNPH, a choice
motivated by the fact that benzaldehyde cannot be formed from the terpene
compounds used here, as verified in blank experiments. The use of a cold trap
strongly improves the detection capability, although it requires an additional internal
standard to correct for product losses.
Sampling and derivatization are well separated using this procedure, which allows a
better control of the reaction conditions (Levart and Veber, 2001). Derivatization
significantly improves the detection limits. Only carbonyls can be detected, but since
these compounds are generally formed as primary products in oxidation reactions,
this method is suited for analysis of the terpene-OH reactions. The procedure for the
derivatization and detection of carbonyl compounds is amply described in the
literature (e.g Grosjean et al., 1999; Kölliker et al., 1998).
2.2.2 Analytical techniques
The GC-MS technique is used for structure determination and purity control of
synthesized products (Van den Bergh et al., 2000). Having verified that HPLC-DAD
generates very reproducible results for mono-carbonyls, this technique is adopted for
quantification of reaction products. Although it is highly suited for quantitative
analysis, it has only a poor identification capacity.
HPLC-MS is mainly used for the identification of unknown compounds. The ability of
recording fragmentation spectra of unknown compounds allows an unambiguous
determination of the compound’s structure. It is a very valuable technique for
detecting and quantifying multifunctional organic compounds (e.g. dicarbonyl
compounds such as caronaldehyde). For determining product yields, the
reproducibility of HPLC-MS is lower than for HPLC-DAD.
Sample analysis is performed with a mass spectrometer equipped with Atmospheric
Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI) during the first stage of the project (Van den
Bergh et al., 2000). In a later stage, new analytical methods have been elaborated
due to the availability of a new LC-MS apparatus containing an Ion Trap mass
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analyzer and the new ESI (electro-spray ionization) ionization technique. The mass
spectrometer is equipped with an ESI and an APCI source, both of which are soft
ionization technique causing minor fragmentation (De Hoffman and Stroobant, 2003).
For the detection of DNPH derivatives both ionization methods are used in the
negative mode.
2.2.3 Synthesis
Several compounds have been synthesized and purified for calibrating the
instruments, as summarized in Table I.
Table I: Overview of synthesized compounds.
Reaction

Compounds

DNPH derivatives

β-pinene
OH

- Myrtanal,
trans-3-hydroxynopinone

Nopinon-DNPH, PerillaldehydeDNPH, Myrtanal-DNPH,
trans-3-HydroxynopinoneDNPH

∆3-carene
OH

- Caronaldehyde

Caronaldehyde-DNPH,
Caronaldehyde-di-DNPH

limonene-OH

Endolim, 4-AMCH

Endolim-di-DNPH,
DNPH,
4-AMCH-DNPH

Endolim-

Endolim and caronaldehyde are synthesized through the controlled ozonolysis of the
original terpene. Trans-hydroxynopinone is synthesized by the ozonolysis of transpinocarveol. The derivatives are synthesized as in Behforouz et al. (1985). All
synthesized compounds have been checked for impurities with GC-MS.
2.2.4 Analysis method
An extensive analytical study has been carried out on the quantitative detection of
terpene degradation products. Analysis capabilities are investigated using both APCI
and ESI ionization techniques, in the positive and negative mode. In addition,
different detection modes (full-MS, SIM (Single Ion Monitoring), MS-MS) have been
evaluated.
Qualitative analysis
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The chromatogram obtained in full MS mode is used to split the total analysis time in
different segments, each segment corresponding to a different derivative. Further
information on the parent ion can be obtained from the MS-MS spectra generated by
its collision-induced decomposition. As voltage amplitude increases in the ion trap, a
resonance excitation process leads to the soft fragmentation of the parent ion.
Isolation width and collision energy is optimized for each individual parent ion.
Quantitative analysis
The reproducibility of the HPLC-MS technique as well as its detection limits have
been determined for both the APCI (-) as ESI (-) ionization mode and both the SIM as
MS-MS scan mode. The results have been validated against those of the HPLC-DAD
technique. Several instrumental settings related to ionization are optimized manually,
e.g. the APCI vaporizer temperature and the capillary temperature. The other
parameters are optimized by the auto-tune program of the instrument.
Calibration curves for the DNPH derivatives are constructed by plotting the area ratio
of the compound of interest and the internal standard against their concentration ratio
in the standard solution. Eight standard solutions with concentrations between 100
and 3000 ppb have been analyzed. Limits of detection are calculated in accordance
with the German Institute of Standardization (1994).
Both ESI and APCI in the negative mode are found to be suitable for the quantitative
analysis of mono-DNPH derivatives. ESI (-) in combination with SIM shows the
lowest detection limits. In addition, ESI shows also a better reproducibility than APCI.
Detection of di-carbonyl compounds can be performed only by APCI (-) with a
somewhat lesser sensitivity than HPLC-DAD. Moreover, better results are obtained in
the SIM mode than in MS-MS mode.

2.3. LABORATORY STUDY OF VOC-OH REACTIONS (E.A., BRUSSELS)
2.3.1 Instrument description
A new instrument, which consists of a quartz fast flow reactor (FFR) coupled to a low
pressure (0.8 Torr) chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS), has been built in
order to detect and quantify some of the oxidation products of the reactions of OH
radicals with acetone and monoterpenes. As in the Leuven study (Sect. 2.2.1), OH
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radicals are generated by the reaction of NO2 with H atoms produced by the
dissociation of H2 in a microwave discharge. The reactant is introduced in the reactor
through a moveable injector which ends on a Teflon diffuser to promote mixing.
Reactants and products are sampled at the downstream end of the reactor and
detected in the CIMS, which is a stainless steel flowing afterglow reactor coupled to a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Amelynck et al., 2000). Detection is performed by
using appropriate ion/molecule reactions which result in specific product ions which
are “fingerprints” of the molecules to be detected. The precursor ions are produced
by reaction of electrons and Ar+ ions with H2O or electronegative gases. The use of
helium as bath gas in both FFR and CIMS resulted in a good mixing in the CIMS and
made absolute and accurate CIMS-based quantification possible, as demonstrated in
calibration experiments with acetone and α-pinene.
In the course of the project the FFR has been replaced by a triple-nested high
pressure turbulent flow reactor (HPTFR), similar to the one at LCSR-Orléans (Kujui
et al., 2003). Its major advantages are an efficient mixing in turbulent conditions, a
better control of OH losses and the possibility to perform experiments in nitrogen
buffer gas at higher pressures (200 Torr). Hydroxyl radicals are made in the outer
injector by the reaction of NO2 with H radicals produced in the inner injector in a
microwave cavity. Reactants are introduced upstream the outer injector. By
translating the outer injector, the OH/VOC reaction time can be varied. To enhance
the dynamic range of the CIMS detection system, its flow tube is equipped with a
filament ion source operated in Ar buffer gas and the reaction zone has been
shortened. A drawback of the use of Ar and N2 is a less efficient mixing in the CIMS
resulting in a less accurate quantification of the VOCs and their oxidation products.
This quantification therefore requires careful calibration measurements.
2.3.2. Methods of analysis
The yield of an oxidation product (OP) is defined as the ratio of its concentration [OP]
to the reactant concentration change (∆[VOC]):
YOP = [OP]/ ∆[VOC].
Since the VOC and OP concentrations in the CIMS are about 1000 times lower than
in the neutral reactor, neutral chemistry is stopped in the CIMS, and the ratio
[OP]/∆[VOC] is unchanged in the CIMS.
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Absolute and accurate CIMS-based quantification requires the knowledge of the rate
constants k and product distributions f of the relevant ion/molecule reactions, and of
a set of instrumental parameters (the ion residence time t in the reaction zone, mass
discrimination of the CIMS detection part). The ion/molecule reaction parameters
have been measured in a selected ion flow tube instrument (SIFT) (Sect. 2.3.3 and
3.3.1). Mass discrimination factors MDF and ion residence time t have been
determined in the CIMS. Differential diffusion of precursor and product ions is taken
into account through the use of calculated diffusion enhancement factors (DE)
(Španĕl et al., 2001), and turned out to be an extremely important factor.
For a species R detected by means of the positive ion/molecule reaction H3O+ + R Æ
Y+ + P, the reactant concentration [R] is given by:

[R] =

[ ]

1
Y+
×
× MDF (Y + ) × DE (Y + , t )
+
+
kf (Y )t H 3 O

[

]

In the OH/α-pinene experiments, carried out in the FFR/CIMS instrument, acetone,
formaldehyde and α-pinene are quantified as described above. The ion/molecule
reaction parameters have been either measured in the SIFT (see Sect. 3.3.1) or
found in the literature (Španĕl et al., 1997).
Detection of acetic acid as a possible reaction product of OH with acetone was also
carried out in the FFR/CIMS apparatus using CF3O- and SF6- precursor ions which
both react with acetic acid through fluoride transfer (Amelynck et al., 2000).
For the OH/β-pinene experiments, performed in the HPTFR/CIMS apparatus,
acetone, nopinone and β-pinene “fingerprint” ion signals using H3O+ as well as NO+
CIMS precursor ions have been calibrated by introducing controlled flows of these
species into the HPTFR.
2.3.3 Study of ion/molecule reactions in support of the CIMS detection of VOCs
and their oxidation products
The SIFT apparatus consists of an ion source, a part which selects the appropriate
source ion, a reaction zone (flow tube) where the reactant gas is introduced, and a
detection/analyzing part.
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A variety of ions, produced by a microwave discharge in an air/water vapor mixture,
are electrostatically extracted from the discharge into the selection part of the SIFT
apparatus, which consists of two differentially pumped chambers. The first chamber
contains several ion lenses, the second chamber houses a quadrupole, which selects
the appropriate source ion (in our case H3O+, NO+ or O2•+). The mass selected
source ions are injected into the reaction zone through a Venturi inlet system (Adams
and Smith, 1976), where they are convectively transported by a helium carrier gas
flow towards the detection quadrupole, followed by an electron multiplier. Three gas
inlets are foreseen in the reaction zone: two for the introduction of the reactant gas
(reaction rate constant and product ion distribution measurements) and one for the
determination of mass discrimination effects of the detection part. Typical pressure in
the reaction zone is 1.5 mbar.
The ion/molecule reaction rate constant k is derived from the decay ln(I/Io) = -kτ[X] of
the source ion signal I versus the neutral reactant concentration [X]. The residence
time τ of the ions in the flow tube is measured separately. The reaction rate
constants of H3O+ with the different reactants are derived in an absolute way: the
concentration of the reactant neutral [X] is varied by introducing into the flow tube
different flows of a known volumetric mixture of the reactant in helium, prepared in
volume calibrated glass containers.
For the low-volatility reactants pinonaldehyde (PIN) and caronaldehyde (CAR), the
method described above cannot be used. Therefore, a known amount of liquid PIN
(CAR) is put in a small weighing boat in a cylindrical glass container filled with helium
and heated up to 360 K in a furnace. By choosing the amount of PIN (CAR) in such a
way that the pressure is lower than the vapor pressure [Hallquist et al., 1997], we can
assume that PIN (CAR) in the cylinder is in the gas phase and the dilution of the
reactant can be interfered.
The reaction rate constants of NO+ and O2•+ with the different compounds are
measured in a relative way with respect to the one of H3O+ by injecting the three
precursor ions simultaneously and by recording their signal as a function of the
reactant concentration. The same reactant gas inlet methods are used as for the
absolute measurements.
To determine product ion distributions, a removable gas inlet is used, located in front
of the inlet plate of the analyzing quadrupole to minimize diffusion enhancement.
Volumetric mixtures of the reactant in glass bottles are used, or the reactant is
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introduced by blowing helium over the liquid reactant. Mass discrimination by the
analyzing quadrupole and electron multiplier is taken into account (Španĕl et al.,
2001).
All reactants except PIN, CAR and glyoxal are commercially available. PIN and CAR
are synthesized by monoterpene ozonolysis (Vinckier et al., 1997, Rautenstrauch et
al., 1984). Glyoxal is prepared from the hydrated trimer C6H6O6.2H2O (Horowitz et
al., 2001).

2.4. THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE OH-INITIATED OXIDATION OF
MONOTERPENES AND CONSTRUCTION OF EXPLICIT MECHANISMS (J.P.)
We took up the major challenge of developing detailed chemical mechanisms for the
OH-initiated oxidation of α-pinene, pinonaldehyde and β-pinene under realistic
atmospheric conditions (with NOx present), on the exclusive basis of objective
chemical-kinetics knowledge and validated quantitative structure-activity relationships
(SARs), and/or from first principles, i.e. quantum-chemical potential energy profiles
(PES) and associated parameters in combination with advanced statistical rate
theories.
2.4.1 Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships and their Development
For this demanding task (begun in 1997), extensive use was made of validated
quantitative structure-activity relationships as prime mechanism-construction tools.
The SARs employed in this work concern: the initial reactions of OH with the
polyalkene; the branching of the reactions of the subsequent peroxy radicals with
NO; and the reactions of the resulting (substituted) alkoxy radicals:
(i)

The site-specific SAR for addition of OH to (poly-)alkenes developed earlier by
us (Peeters et al., 1994 and 1996). This SAR, of major importance for this
project, provides the rates of the individual OH-addition channels.

(ii)

A mini-SAR for H-atom abstraction from (biogenic) poly-alkenes,
complemented by specific radical stabilisation effects for bicyclic terpenic
structures, developed in this project; for the sake of brevity, we refer in this
respect to the pertaining publications:
- L. Vereecken, J. Peeters, H-Atom Abstraction by OH-Radicals from
(Biogenic) Poly-Alkenes: C-H Bond Strengths and Abstraction Rates,
Chem. Phys. Lett., 333, 162-168, 2001
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- L. Vereecken, J. Peeters, Enhanced H-atom abstraction from
pinonaldehyde, pinonic acid, pinic acid and related compounds :
theoretical study of the C-H bond strengths, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.,
4, 467-472, 2002
(iii)

The recently upgraded SAR of Arey et al (2001) for the branching fractions of
organic nitrate formation versus alkoxy + NO2 production in reactions of
alkylperoxy radicals with NO.

(iv)

A general SAR for the activation energy E of isomerization of substituted
alkoxy radicals by strain-free 1,5-H shifts; we derived this SAR from the
available literature data (Atkinson et al. 1999):
E(1,5-H) / (kcal/mol) = 8.4 – 0.65 × (99.5 kcal/mol – DC-H),
where DC-H is the bond dissociation energy of the migrating H-atom. The SAR
is supported by the theoretical study of the 1-butoxy case in this project; again
for the sake of brevity, we refer here to the pertaining publication:
- L. Vereecken, J. Peeters, The 1,5-H-shift in 1-butoxy: a case study in
the rigorous implementation of Transition State Theory for multi-rotamer
systems, J. Chem. Phys., 119, 5159-5170, 2003

(v)

A generalised SAR for the barriers to decomposition of substituted alkoxy
radicals, developed in this work (Peeters et al., 2004); see RESULTS, sub 3.4.

The fate of oxy radicals is of pivotal importance in the oxidation mechanisms of
complex VOCs. In general, oxy radicals may undergo possibly competing β C⎯C
scissions, 1,5-H migrations (isomerisations), and reaction with O2. Whereas the
reactions with O2 all have rates (Atkinson et al. 1999) of (4-5) × 104 s-1 in ambient
conditions, the rates of the dissociation and isomerisation reactions can range from
<1 s-1 to 1012 s-1, depending on the barrier height and rigidity of the transition
structure. As a result, for large oxy radicals, one particular reaction will often
dominate. Given its major importance to this project, the development of the oxy
decomposition SAR (v) will be described in the RESULTS section 3.4.
2.4.2 Quantum Chemical and Statistical-Kinetics methods
For reactions that could not be quantitatively described (with sufficient reliability) by
SARs, as well as for chemically activated reactions occurring in the mechanisms, the
kinetics and product makeup were predicted by advanced theoretical methods.
Potential energy and rotation-vibration data were computed at various levels of ab
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initio and DFT theory, ranging from B3LYP-DFT/6-31G(d,p) to B3LYP-DFT/6311+G(2df,2pd), in some cases complemented by CC single point energies at the
CCSD(T)6-311+G(2d,p) level. For several structures, including systems with
intramolecular H-bonding, a large number of (rotameric) conformers had to be taken
into account. Rate coefficients of thermal reactions were subsequently computed
using multi-conformer transition state theory (MC-TST), whereas for chemically
activated multichannel processes, the (pressure-dependent) rates and product
distributions were obtained using weak-collision RRKM theory and master-equation
analysis, as implemented in our URESAM programme suite (Vereecken et al. 1997).
Note that the B3LYP-DFT/6-31G(d,p) level of theory has been validated earlier for
oxy radical decompositions (Vereecken and Peeters, 1999; Vereecken et al. 1999),
for which DFT results differed on average only 0.5 - 1 kcal/mol from high-level ab
initio calculations and from experimental barrier heights. This was later confirmed
also for 1,5-H shifts in oxy radicals (Vereecken and Peeters, 2004).
2.5. A MODEL FOR THE OXIDATION OF ALPHA-PINENE
2.5.1 Gas-phase oxidation of α-pinene (J.-F.M.; J.P.)
The semi-explicit mechanism for the oxidation of α-pinene and pinonaldehyde by OH
developed by the team of J. Peeters in Leuven (Sect. 2.4) has been implemented in
a numerical “box” model. The further reactions of the products are parameterized. A
simple ozonolysis mechanism is also included. The numerical model (DamianIordache et al., 1995) solves the continuity equation for the ~600 species involved in
the mechanism, given a set of initial conditions.
The kinetic rates used in the model are based on previous studies. Due to the large
number of compounds involved in the mechanism, a special treatment is required for
the permutation reactions of peroxy radicals, since their explicit representation would
be too demanding in terms of implementation and computational time. The peroxy
radicals are grouped into structural classes. Each class is characterized by a selfreaction rate determined from a review of literature data. The permutation reactions
of a specific radical are represented as the reactions of this compound with the
different classes. The cross-reaction rates are calculated as twice the geometric
average of the self-reaction rates of the reacting compounds.
The photolytic parameters (cross sections and quantum yields) for the photolysis
reactions implied by the mechanism are determined from a review of the available
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data for the photolysis of organic compounds. The actinic fluxes are determined from
either a detailed radiative transfer model accounting for light absorption, scattering
and reflection (for atmospheric conditions), or from the measured photolysis
frequency of a reference compound (for laboratory conditions).
2.5.2 Gas/aerosol partitioning (J.-F.M.)
The gas/particle partitioning of organic compounds is generally estimated from their
saturation vapor pressures (Pankow, 1994). Given the lack of data for the vapor
pressures of α-pinene oxidation products, a new estimation method has been
developed in this work. It relates the vapor pressure of an oxygenated compound to
the vapor pressure of its parent alkanoic compound (generally well known from the
measurements) and to the number and types of chemical functionalities present in
the molecule. The method accounts for the effect of substitutions on the carbon
bearing an alcohol or nitrate function. The adjustable parameters in the method are
determined by minimizing the bias between the model and a large set (~100) of
measurements. The comparison of our results with a widely used prediction method
(UNIFAC) indicates a better overall performance of our method, especially for
dicarbonyls and diols. Large discrepancies are found in the comparison of our results
with previous studies for specific compounds, like pinic acid, pinonaldehyde and the
hydroperoxides, but they are generally well understood from an examination of the
methods assumptions.
Since multifunctional carboxylic acids (e.g. pinic acid) can be expected to be mostly
present as dimers in laboratory conditions (Hoffman et al., 1998), we propose that
the partial vapor pressure of the pinic acid dimer should be close to the experimental
subcooled vapor pressure for pinic acid (~10-6 Torr). Dimerization is included in the
mechanism for pinic acid and pinonic acid, using preliminary estimates of the kinetic
rates provided by the team of J. Peeters in Leuven.
2.5.3 Reduced mechanism (J.-F.M.)
The explicit α-pinene mechanism of ~600 species and ~2000 reactions has been
reduced to a set of 30 species and ~100 reactions, suitable for use in a 3D model. To
achieve this, two intermediate mechanisms have been first designed, for NOx-free
and for high-NO (~1 ppm) conditions. These are obtained by merging oxidation
channels producing peroxy radicals of similar structures and by using surrogates for
the products showing similar structures and reactivities towards ozone and OH. The
peroxy radicals produced in the first oxidation steps are considered explicitly. The
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other peroxy radicals are represented by two generic peroxy radicals. Their yields are
adjusted according to the yields obtained with the explicit mechanism for the
corresponding chemical conditions.
Comparisons between the reduced and the detailed mechanism show a very good
agreement for both the gas and aerosol phases. Sensitivity tests show that the
reduced mechanism reproduces very well the explicit mechanism for the most
common range of atmospheric NO (10-100 ppt).

2.6. STUDIES OF OH AND HO2 REACTIONS OF IMPORTANT OXYGENATED
ORGANICS IN THE UT/LS
2.6.1 Experimental techniques (J. P.)
The primary reaction products and the mechanisms of the elementary reactions of
OH radicals with acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, acetone and acetic acid were
investigated experimentally using the discharge-flow technique coupled to molecular
beam sampling mass spectrometry (DF – MBMS). Hydroxyl radicals were generated
in known amounts by the H + NO2 → OH + NO titration reaction, with the H atoms
generated upstream in a microwave discharge. The MBMS-sensitivity to the
reactants and (potential) molecular reaction products (H2O, formic and acetic acid,
CO2 …) were determined separately by feeding known flows into the reactor.
2.6.2 Theoretical methodologies (J. P.)
The experimental observations were supported/complemented by quantum chemical
and theoretical-kinetic calculations in order to determine the reaction mechanisms
and predict rate coefficients and their temperature dependence.
Relevant potential energy profiles (PES) and vibration/geometric parameters were
calculated at appropriate levels of DFT and ab initio quantum theories, viz. the
B3LYP-DFT/6-31G(d,p) and B3LYP-DFT/6-311++G(d,p) methods with single-point
CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2d,2p) energy calculations for the acetone + OH reaction, and
the B3LYP-DFT/6-311++G(2df,2pd) method with single point energies at a modified
G2M(CC,MP2) level for the acetic acid + OH reaction. For the newly explored
reactions of HO2 radicals with carbonyl compounds (acetone, formaldehyde, etc.),
the state-of-the-art ab initio methods G3, CBS-QB3 and a nearly-converged
G2M//DFT variant were brought to bear for optimal accuracy; these three high levels
of theory were found to give quasi-identical results.
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Reaction rates were calculated using advanced statistical rate theories: multiconformer Transition State Theory for thermal processes and multi-conformer RRKM
theory combined with weak-collision master equation analyses for chemically
activated reactions, including reactions proceeding through H-bonded complexes.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. BVOC EMISSION MODELING (J.-F.M.)
3.1.1 Comparison with field observations
The confrontation of the emission model (Sect. 2.1.1) with flux measurements at midand Tropical latitudes shows marked differences between the performance of the
algorithm at different sites or at different times of the year. The model/data bias does
generally not exceed a factor of 2, except at an Amazonian site, where the model
values are overestimated by almost an order of magnitude. The figure below shows
the measured and modeled isoprene fluxes (daily averages) at a mid-latitude forest
site. The model values are scaled to the average estimated from the data. The model
succeeds in reproducing the day-to-day variation in the emissions. The
overestimation in spring and fall is probably an effect of leaf age. This would confirm
that this parameter should be considered in BVOC emission algorithms, as is the
case in the new MEGAN model (Guenther et al., 2005).

Figure 1: Measured (orange curve) and calculated (green and blue) daily averaged
isoprene fluxes at a mid-latitude forest site between June and October 1995.
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3.1.2 Global BVOC emissions
The MOHYCAN model has been used to estimate the global emissions of BVOCs at
a resolution of 0.5°, based on a choice of several datasets for the distribution of
vegetation properties (Leaf Area Index) and meteorological parameters (chiefly solar
downward radiation and air temperature). The ecosystem distribution and their
associated BVOC emission properties (emission rates in standard conditions) are as
in Guenther et al. (1995), which allows a comparison of our results with the widely
used inventory described in this study. Our best estimate for the global emissions is
620 Tg/year for isoprene and 126 Tg/year for the monoterpenes. The impact of our
calculation of leaf temperature (assumed to be identical to air temperature in
Guenther et al.) is illustrated by Figure 2. A positive difference between leaf and air
temperature (left panel) of 1-3 degrees is predicted in dry/warm areas, e.g. in the dry
season at subtropical latitudes. This leads to an increase of 10-40% in the calculated
isoprene emissions in these regions (right panel).

Figure 2: Left panel: calculated difference between leaf and air temperature in July.
Right panel: Change in isoprene emissions (%) resulting from this difference.

3.2. LABORATORY STUDY OF MONOTERPENE-OH REACTIONS (C.V.,
LEUVEN)
3.2.1 β-pinene + OH
Identification of products
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The β-pinene/OH reaction is found to produce formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone,
trans-3-hydroxynopinone, nopinone, perilla alcohol, perillaldehyde and myrtanal.
Formaldehyde and nopinone are the most important oxidation products, as previously
determined by other research groups. Plausible formation mechanisms for these
compounds can easily be proposed, except for acetaldehyde and transhydroxynopinone.
Product yields
The average relative molar yields of formaldehyde, acetone and nopinone have been
determined at 50 and 100 Torr, as seen in Table II. By definition, the relative yields
add up to 100%. Caution is required when comparing these results with true
(absolute) yields from other studies, since many products might be undetected. Note
that changing the reaction time between 42 and 108 ms is found to have little or no
effect (a few percent) on the yields.
Table II: Relative yields (mol %) for β-pinene/OH reaction products at 50 and 100
Torr, [β-C10H16] ~ 5x1012 molec/cm3, [H2] = 1.37x1013 molec/cm3, [NO2] = 3.62x1012
molec/cm3, [O2] = 3.24x1017 molec/cm3 (50 Torr), [O2] = 6.48x1017 molec/cm3 (100
Torr), reaction time = 42 ms.
Reactor pressure (Torr)

50

100

Formaldehyde

48 ± 2

43 ± 2

Acetaldehyde

1.2 ± 0.6

0.6 ± 0.4

Acetone

20 ± 3

7.8 ± 0.5

Nopinone

31 ± 1

49 ± 2

At 50 Torr, formaldehyde is the dominant product while at 100 Torr, nopinone
represents almost 50% of the observed products. The yields reported in previous
studies for formaldehyde, 54 ± 5% (Hatakeyama et al., 1991) and 45 ± 8% (Orlando
et al., 2000) are close to our values. For nopinone, the measured product yields of
27 ± 4% (Hakola et al., 1994) and 30 ± 4% (Arey et al., 1990) are somewhat lower
than in our data, in particular at 100 Torr. A major discrepancy with other literature
data is seen for acetone with a yield of 2±2% (Orlando et al., 2000), at least a factor
of 3 lower than our value. This might be partly explained by an effect of pressure on
the yields, as indicated by the sharp decrease of our acetone yields between 50 and
100 Torr. However, in recent work using the PTR-MS technique, a primary acetone
yield of 13 ± 2 % has been seen (Wisthaler et al., 2001). Larsen et al. (2001) also
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reported a large acetone yield of 11 ± 2%, but their yield of formaldehyde of 23 ± 2%
is much lower than that in our work.
Influence of NO
The effect of changes in NO concentration on the product distribution is displayed in
Figure 3. The NO concentration in the reactor is varied between 2.2 1012 and 2.2 1013
molec/cm3 by the introduction of additional NO through the NO2 inlet.
100,00
Relative product yield (mol%)

90,00
80,00

formaldehyde
nopinone
acetone

70,00
60,00
50,00
40,00
30,00
20,00
10,00
0,00
0,0
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13

13

1,0x10

1,5x10
-3

[NO]tot (molec cm )

Figure 3: Average yields of formaldehyde, acetone and nopinone (mol %) as a
function of NO concentration at 100 Torr, [β-C10H16] = 5 1012 molec/cm3, [H2] = 1.37
1013 molec/cm3, [NO2] = 1.4 – 2.8 1012 molec/cm3, [O2] = 6.48 1017 molec/cm3, [NO] =
0.8 – 16.7 1012 molec/cm3, reaction time = 42 ms.
As seen on this figure, the yield of nopinone decreases with [NO], at the expense of
formaldehyde. At the highest NO concentration, the nopinone yield is reduced by a
factor of more than 2, while the formaldehyde yield is almost doubled. The yield of
acetone decreases only slightly with [NO]. These observations differ from those
obtained earlier for the α-pinene/OH reaction, where no pronounced effect of NO was
observed.
3.2.2 ∆3-carene + OH
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Identification of products
The most important reaction product of the ∆3-carene oxidation is found to be the dicarbonyl compound caronaldehyde. This is also confirmed by literature data (Arey et
al, 1990; Hakola et al., 1994; Calogirou et al., 1999). Formaldehyde and acetone
have also been determined as reaction products (Reissel et al., 1999).
Product yields
The relative yields of formaldehyde, acetone and caronaldehyde at 50 and 100 Torr
are given in Table III. Changes in the reaction time or in the initial concentration of H2
(by up to a factor of 5) are found to have negligible effects on the yields.
Caronaldehyde has been identified as an important oxidation product by other
research groups, although with lower yields: 14 ± 5% (Larsen et al., 2001), 15 ± 3%
(Orlando et al., 2000), 31% (Arey et al., 1990) and 34 ± 8% (Hakola et al., 1994).
Table III: Product yields for the ∆3-carene/OH reaction products (mol %) at 50 and
100 Torr, [∆3-C10H16] ~ 2.2 1012 molec/cm3, [H2] = 1.37 1013 molec/cm3, [NO2] = 3.64
1012 molec/cm3, [O2] = 3.24 1017 molec/cm3 (50 Torr), [O2] = 6.48 1017 molec/cm3
(100 Torr), reaction time = 40 ms.
Reactor pressure (Torr)

50

100

Formaldehyde

13.0 ± 1.5

7.9 ± 1.6

Acetone

11.0 ± 1.8

7.1 ± 1.6

Caronaldehyde

75.9 ± 2.0

85.0 ± 2.8

The reported yields for formaldehyde (12 ± 3% (Orlando et al., 2000) and 21 ± 4%
(Arey et al., 1990)) and acetone (15 ± 3% (Orlando et al., 2000)) are in better
agreement with our results.
Influence of NO
The effect of NO between 3.6 1012 and 1.87 1013 molec/cm3 was investigated at 50
Torr. The yield of caronaldehyde decreases with NO, while the formaldehyde and
acetone yields increase. At the highest NO concentrations, formaldehyde and
acetone become even more important than caronaldehyde. Besides the relative
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product yields, the absolute product amount collected was observed to slightly
increase when NO is increasing.
Experiments were carried out using a lower concentration ratio of OH radicals.
Introduction of lower NO2 concentrations in the reactor (2.24 1012 molec/cm3 instead
of 3.64 1012 molec/cm3) results in lower initial OH. The relative yield of caronaldehyde
is found to be about 8.2% higher at low OH. This is probably due to a decreased
impact of the caronaldehyde oxidation by OH in this case.
Proposed reaction mechanism
The reaction of ∆3-carene with OH follows the classical pattern for alkenes: OH is
added to the double bond, and the adduct reacts with molecular oxygen to form a
peroxy radical. Upon reaction with NO, an alkoxy radical is formed, which can react in
two ways. Either a methyl radical can be split off, leading to the formation of a ketone
compound and formaldehyde, or a ring opening occurs followed by an H-atom
abstraction by O2, leading to caronaldehyde. Formation of acetone is more complex,
but is expected to occur along the same lines as in the α-pinene/OH reaction system
(Van den Bergh et al., 2000; Vereecken and Peeters, 2000).

3.2.3 Limonene + OH
Identification of products
Endolim is seen to be the most important oxidation product of limonene, with the
minor products formaldehyde, 4-AMCH and acetone. These products were also
determined by other groups (Grosjean et al., 1992; Spittler, 1997). In addition, a
product of molecular mass Mr = 152 g/mol has been detected. Based on its
fragmentation spectrum, its proposed structure is displayed in Figure 4.
O

O

Figure 4: Proposed structure of the unknown limonene degradation product.
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Several important difficulties arose in the analysis of the limonene-OH reaction
products, in particular with regard to the ionization, stability, purity and separation of
some of the compounds. In particular, it was seen that two important oxidation
products of the limonene-OH reaction, 4-AMCH and endolim, were difficult to
separate with HPLC. Since they show no complete baseline separation, quantitative
determination using DAD detection is not possible.
Proposed reaction mechanism
A plausible reaction mechanism can be proposed for limonene, explaining the
identified reaction products. Since limonene contains two double bonds, different OHlimonene adducts can be formed in the initial step. Addition to the double bond of the
limonene ring ultimately leads to the formation of endolim, while addition to the
double bond of the side group can lead to the formation of 4-AMCH and
formaldehyde or acetone.
3.2.4 Kinetic modeling of α-pinene-OH reaction
The α-pinene/OH reaction system has been studied in a previous project (Van den
Bergh et al., 2000; Vanhees et al., 2001). A kinetic modeling study has been carried
out to check whether the product yields derived with the fast-flow reactor technique
can be simulated. The α-pinene/OH mechanism from the MCM v3, consisting of 113
species and 164 reactions, has been implemented in the Facsimile 4.0 software
program. Note that there are substantial differences between the MCM mechanism
for α-pinene and the mechanism derived by the team of J. Peeters in the context of
this project and described in Sect. 3.4 (e.g. the H-abstraction channels, the ring
closure reactions, etc.). Furthermore, the pressure dependence of the mechanism
(through e.g. the reactions of activated species and the nitrate-forming channel in the
reactions of peroxy radicals with NOx) is not taken into account in the calculations,
although it might cause large differences between the yields at 760 and 50 Torr (as
demonstrated by the observed pressure dependence of the product yields for the
other terpenes between 50 and 100 Torr). Nonetheless, the kinetic calculations
shown here can help to characterize the type of chemical behavior and products
formed in the fast-flow reactor.
The degradation of α-pinene has been simulated at 50 Torr and 298 K. The initial
concentrations for OH, NO, NO2, O2 and α-pinene are in the range of the
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experiments. The figure below shows the time evolution of the relative yields of the
main products for the conditions given in the figure caption.
100,00
APINCO2
APINCOOH
C720NO3
C720O2
C720OOH
CH3COCH3
HCC7CO
PINAL

90,00

Relative yield (mol%)

80,00
70,00
60,00
50,00
40,00
30,00
20,00
10,00
0,00
0,000

0,050

0,100

0,150

0,200

0,250

t (s)

Figure 5: Relative product yields (mol %) as a function of time (s) as calculated from
the simulation of the α-pinene-OH reaction, [OH]in = 3.62 1012 molec/cm3, [NO]in =
3.62 1012 molec/cm3, [NO2] = < 109 molec/cm3, [O2] = 3.24 1017 molec/cm3 and [αpinene] = 5.00 1012 molec/cm3.
Eight main products are formed, with pinonaldehyde (PINAL) and acetone as the
most important ones. APINCO2, which is a radical and cannot be detected with our
analysis techniques, is initially dominant but decreases to a low level. Besides these
products, other compounds appeared in the simulation but with very low yields
totalling only 2%. The formation of acetone and pinonaldehyde as most important
reaction products is in agreement with the experiments, although pinonaldehyde was
observed with a much higher yield than acetone (respectively 63±3% and 16±1%).
The lower observed acetone yield is a likely consequence of a ring closure reaction
not included in the MCM, which inhibits acetone formation in relatively low NOx
situations, as shown by J. Peeters’ group. Formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and
campholene aldehyde have been identified in our experiments but are found to be
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negligible in the simulation. Acetaldehyde was experimentally determined in Sect.
with only a very small yield (~1%). Formaldehyde was seen to be the third most
important reaction product with a yield of around 10%, in contrast with the simulation.
Six (out of 8) simulated compounds could not be determined by our analysis
technique, including a carbonyl, two hydroxy hydroperoxides, a hydroxy nitrate, and
two peroxy radicals. The carbonyl is actually not formed in the mechanism described
in Sect. 3.4. The simulated product distribution would certainly be very different had
the mechanism by J. Peeters’ group been used instead of the MCM, but it can be
assumed that on the order of 50% (molar) of the simulated products could not
detected, mainly consisting of hydroxy hydroperoxides and hydroxy nitrates. This
would bring the experimental pinonaldehyde yield in tune with the simulated value,
but the experimental acetone yield is much too low.

3.3. LABORATORY STUDY OF MONOTERPENE-OH REACTIONS (E.A.,
BRUSSELS)
3.3.1 Study of ion/molecule reactions in support of the CIMS detection of VOCs
and their oxidation products
3.3.1.1 Rate constants
Rate constant measurements have been performed for the reactions of H3O+, NO+
and O2+ ions with a series of monoterpenes, monoterpene oxidation products,
atmospherically relevant aldehydes and with oxygenated BVOCs or oxVOCs (29
species in total). In addition the rate constants of H3O+.H2O and NO+.H2O ions with
some aldehydes and with oxVOCs have been determined.
The accuracy of the reaction rate constant measurements is estimated to be 20%
(25% for the monoterpene oxidation products nopinone, 4-acetyl-1-methylcyclohexene, α-pinene oxide, PIN and CAR).
In ion/molecule reaction studies it is customary to compare the experimental reaction
rate constant kexp with the collision reaction rate constant kC (Su and Chesnavich,
1982, Su, 1988). The value of kC depends on the polarizability and dipole moment of
the neutral reactant. Since literature data of these parameters for the reactants
studied are very sparse, they have been derived from quantum chemical calculations
taking into account possible rotameric forms or geometric isomerism of the neutral
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reactants. All ion/molecule reactions studied, except the NO+/glyoxal reaction, are
found to proceed at a rate close to collision rate.

3.3.1.2 Product distributions
Monoterpenes
The major channel in the reaction of H3O+ with the monoterpenes is non-dissociative
proton transfer. C6H9+ fragment ions are observed to a lesser degree. The NO+
reactions are mainly characterized by non-dissociative charge transfer. The reactions
with O2•+ proceed via dissociative charge transfer giving rise to several ionic
products, which are also observed in the electron impact spectra of these
monoterpenes.
Oxidation products of monoterpenes
H3O+ reacts with 4-acetyl-1-methyl cyclohexene and nopinone by non-dissociative
proton transfer. The major channel in the reaction of H3O+ with α-pinene oxide, PIN
and CAR is elimination of a water molecule following protonation. The reaction of
NO+ with 4-acetyl-1-methyl cyclohexene and nopinone is mainly determined by nondissociative charge transfer. Non-dissociative charge transfer is also observed in the
reaction of NO+ with α-pinene oxide, PIN and CAR, as well as a series of fragment
ions. A non-negligible hydride ion transfer channel occurs in the spectra of NO+ with
PIN. Three-body association is also observed in the reactions NO+/nopinone and
NO+/CAR. The O2•+ spectra show multiple products, mainly characterized by charge
transfer and extensive fragmentation.
Methyl Vinyl Ketone (MVK) and the aldehydes Methacrolein (MaCR),
pivaldehyde, 2-methyl butanal, glyoxal, o-, m- and p-tolualdehyde
All H3O+ reactions with these reactants proceed by proton transfer, non-dissociative
for all compounds, except for 2-methyl-butanal, where two minor channels are
observed due to fragmentation after protonation. Three-body association is the only
pathway in the NO+/MVK and NO+/glyoxal reactions. Hydride ion transfer is the
dominant process occurring in all the other NO+ reactions. Elimination of CHO for
pivaldehyde and association for MaCR are also non-negligible channels in their
reaction with NO+. All O2•+ reactions result in the parent cation and in at least one
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fragment ion. Possible hydratation of the product ions, when water is introduced in
the reaction zone, has also been studied.
Oxygenated BVOCs: 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol, cis-3-hexenol, cis-3-hexenyl
acetate, 1,8-cineole, 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one, camphor, linalool, nerol and
geraniol
Only the H3O+/camphor reaction results exclusively in the protonated parent cation.
The main reaction mechanism for all other H3O+/oxVOC reactions is H2O elimination
following proton transfer. The NO+/2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol reaction solely proceeds
through hydroxide transfer. Except for cis-3-hexenyl acetate and linalool, the
dominant process for all other NO+ reactions is charge transfer. Some other
mechanisms have also been observed for the NO+/oxVOC reactions, e.g. elimination
of a H2O molecule following charge transfer, three-body association, hydride transfer,
CH3 elimination. The O2+/oxVOC reactions all resulted in extensive fragmentation of
the nascent excited parent cation.
These product ion distributions allow us to determine:
- which precursor ion (H3O+, NO+ or O2•+) and corresponding product ion(s) are
most suited to detect and quantify a given reactant by the CIMS technique
- if these precursor ions can be used to distinguish between isomers in laboratory
and/or field measurements.
3.3.2 Acetone + OH
The acetone + OH reaction has been studied at 8.1 Torr in the FFR/CIMS instrument.
NO2 and acetone are introduced through the central injector in order to avoid loss of
OH at the reactor walls. Acetone is present in large excess (4×1015-2×1016 molecules
cm-3) with respect to NO2 (9.1×1011 molecules cm-3) to avoid OH loss by reaction with
NO and NO2. In these conditions ∆[acetone] = ∆[NO2] = ∆[OH].
The reaction time is estimated to be 40 ms. The OH production in the absence of
acetone is controlled through monitoring of the OH- and NO2- ion signals (charge
transfer products of SF6- with OH and NO2 respectively). The H atom production is
adjusted in such a way as to have complete NO2 conversion, i.e. ∆[NO2] =[NO2]i. The
acetic acid yield is defined as:
Y=

[CH 3C (O)OH ]CIMS
[NO2 ]i ,CIMS
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[CH3C(O)OH]CIMS is obtained using CF3O- and SF6-, which both react with
CH3C(O)OH through fluoride transfer, resulting in CH3C(O)OHF- (m = 79 u).
An average acetic acid yield of 1±0.5 % is found. It is an upper limit, since the mass
peak at 79 u may be a superposition of the signal of CH3C(O)OHF- and of other ions
having the same molecular mass. Mass discrimination and diffusion enhancement
effects are unknown in these experiments and are therefore not considered in the
analysis. When using CF3O- (m = 85 u) the difference in molecular mass between
source and product ions is small and therefore these effects are not expected to have
an important impact on the yields.
It can be concluded that, at room temperature, the proposed addition-elimination
pathway of the OH + acetone reaction (which should result in acetic acid and CH3
radicals) is characterized by a very low yield.
3.3.3 α-pinene + OH
The reaction of α-pinene with OH has been studied at FFR pressures of 2 and 50
Torr in the presence of oxygen, with and without additional NO. The experimental
conditions are summarized in Table IV. Acetone, formaldehyde and pinonaldehyde
are detected with CIMS (using H3O+ precursor ions) at mass 59 (H+.CH3C(O)CH3),
31 (H+.HC(O)H) and 151 (dehydrated protonated pinonaldehyde) respectively. The
product yields are given in Table V, and compared with the results of Vinckier and
coworkers in a similar FFR set-up, by EI-MS (at 2 Torr) and by collection and
derivatization of the reaction products on a cold trap followed by detection by HPLCMS (50 Torr).
At 2 Torr no explicit reaction time dependence of the yields is noticed. The acetone
and formaldehyde yields are found to be independent of the initial [H2] concentration
(and thus of the initial hydroxyl concentration). The pinonaldehyde yield, however,
monotonically decreases from 25 % at low [H2] to 16 % at high [H2].
In the 50 Torr case, no explicit dependence of the yields on the reaction time and on
the initial OH concentration is noticed. In the presence of additional NO (referred to
as the high [NO] condition), the acetone and formaldehyde yields slightly increase
with extra NO, while the pinonaldehyde yield decreases. This is in agreement with
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what has been obtained previously by the group of Vinckier and coworkers using an
identical reactor but a totally different off-line detection technique.
Table IV: Experimental conditions. Concentrations are expressed in molecules cm-3.
Pressure (Torr)

50

2

[O2]

3.2×1017

4.0×1015

[NO2]ini

3.2×1012

8.0×1012 - 1.2×1013

[H2]ini

1.1×1012 - 8.7×1013

2.0×1012 - 3.2×1013

[α-pinene]ini
Reaction time (ms)

≈ 3×1012
24 – 49

3.0×1012 - 7.1×1012
5.5 - 14.5

[NO]extra

1.1×1013

Table V: Experimentally determined yields (in %); a [Vinckier et al., 1998]; b [Vanhees
et al., 2001]; c [Peeters et al., 2001]. The pinonaldehyde yields between braces are
obtained by using the calculated collision rate constant of the H3O+/pinonaldehyde
reaction instead of the experimentally derived rate constant (which is a lower limit).
compound

acetone
formaldehyde
pinonaldehyde

2 Torr
28 ± 3
17 ± 4
22 ± 5
{16 ± 3}

This work
50 Torr
Low
high [NO]
[NO]
14 ± 2
17 ± 2
6.7 ±1.4 9.4 ± 1.7
24 ± 2
20 ± 3
{17 ± 2}
{14 ± 2}

Vinckier and coworkers
50 Torrb
2 Torra
high
low [NO]
[NO]
18 ± 2
16 ± 1
20.8
9.7 ± 0.7
14.4
31 ±
63 ± 3
55.7
15

Lit.
valuesc
[5-17.9]
[6-23]
[6-87]

The errors in this table are due to statistical variation. However, due to the rather
large errors on the ion/molecule rate constants and on the product ion distributions,
the total error on the yields can be as high as 50%. For acetone, however, this global
error can be reduced to 20% because quantification of acetone and α-pinene with the
CIMS-method has been found to be quite accurate, as demonstrated by introducing
well-known amounts of these species into the CIMS reactor. As with any CIMS-based
quantification, the “fingerprint” ion peaks can be superpositions of several isomeric
ion species peaks, and therefore the yields given above have to be considered as
upper limits.
3.3.3. β-pinene + OH
The reaction of β-pinene with OH has been studied at 200 Torr with the
HPTFR/CIMS instrument. It is well-suited for studying kinetics of OH/VOC reactions
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at high pressures, as verified by our measured rate constant for OH + β-pinene,
8.4×10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, in very good agreement with previously reported values
(e.g. 7.95×10-11 (Atkinson et al., 1986), 8.3×10-11 (Grosjean and Williams, 1992)).
The yields of nopinone and acetone have been measured at several reaction times
(20-60 ms), initial β-pinene concentrations (8×1011-5×1012 molecules cm-3) and OH
concentrations, and with additional NO (1-6×1013 molecules cm-3) and without
additional NO. Moreover, both H3O+ and NO+ were used as precursor ion species,
hereby excluding erroneous quantification of oxidation products due to ion chemistry
complications.
Table VI: Experimentally determined yields (in %). The error on the data corresponds
to the standard deviation and can be considered here as the total accuracy of the
yields. The yields have to be considered as upper limits.
compound
Acetone
Nopinone

Low [NO]
15.4 ±1.2
6.3 ± 2.5

High [NO]
16.2 ± 2.0
10.4 ± 2.7

Lit. values
[2-13]
[17-79]

Because of experimental difficulties associated with the introduction of CH2O, the
instrument could not be calibrated for this compound. However, from the variation of
the H+.HC(O)H ion signal in different conditions, it is concluded that the yield of CH2O
at high [NO] is about 3 times higher than at low [NO]. By comparing the ion signals of
H+.HC(O)H and H+.CH3C(O)CH3, the formaldehyde yield at high [NO] is expected to
be close to the acetone yield.

3.4. THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE OH-INITIATED OXIDATION OF
MONOTERPENES AND CONSTRUCTION OF EXPLICIT MECHANISMS (J.P.)
3.4.1 Development of a generalized SAR for the decomposition of substituted
alkoxy radicals
A novel and readily applicable quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (SAR) for
predicting the barrier height Eb to decomposition by β C-C scission of substituted
alkoxy radicals was developed as a prime tool for the objective construction of explicit
mechanisms of the atmospheric oxidation of large (biogenic) VOC. The SAR is based
on computed energy barriers, using a proven level of theory for this type of process
(see sub 2.4.2), and was validated against barriers derived from experimental data.
The SAR is expressed solely in terms of the number(s) Ni of alkyl-, hydroxy- and/or
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oxo-substituents on the α- and β-carbons of the breaking bond: Eb(kcal/mol) = 17.5
– 2.1 × Nα(alk) – 3.1 × Nβ(alk) – 8.0 × Nα,β(OH) – 8.0 × Nβ(O=) – 12 × Nα(O=). For
barriers below 7 kcal/mol, an additional, second-order term accounts for the
curvature. The SAR reproduces the available experimental and theoretical data
within 0.5 to 1 kcal/mol. The SAR generally allows conclusive predictions as to the
fate of larger alkoxy radicals (see sub 2.4.1). The dissociation rate at absolute
temperatures T around 300 K is found from the predicted Eb using kdiss∞(T)=
1.8×1013 exp(-Eb/RT) s-1.
For radicals subject to ring-strain or specific radical stabilization effects, the SAR may
fail; therefore, for such cases, quantum-chemically computed Eb were used in the
following subsections.
3.4.2 Construction of Objective Detailed Mechanism for the OH-Initiated
Oxidation of α-Pinene
An explicit mechanism was developed for the OH-initiated atmospheric oxidation of
α-pinene in the presence of NOx, based solely on objective chemical knowledge, on
the quantitative SARs sub 2.4.1, or on the first-principle methods outlined sub 2.4.2.
The fate of some 40 organic radical intermediates needed to be quantified. The
primary reaction yields mainly two chemically activated αpinene-OH adduct radicals
(~45% each), of which one partly undergoes prompt 4-ring opening and finally forms
acetone (Vereecken and Peeters, 2000). Overall, the initial adduct radicals lead
mainly to pinonaldehyde, acetone, formaldehyde, formic acid, and nitrates. Primarystep H-abstraction by OH is found to be minor (~10%) but to produce much of the
formaldehyde. Total first-generation product yields were obtained by propagating the
product fractions of each step in the mechanism.
Table VI lists the overall product yields predicted for the high-NO levels (≈1 ppm) of
usual laboratory experiments and for the lower NO levels (0.2 - 2 ppb) in real
(polluted) atmospheres. The substantial differences are mainly due to the different
fates of the α-hydroxyalkylperoxy radicals from the thermalized initial adducts: fast
reaction with NO at high levels (Capouet et al., 2004) versus decomposition (see also
3.6.2) at low NO. Table VII shows that our predictions compare favorably with the
averages of the available laboratory measurements.
Table VI. Molar product yields in the reaction between α-pinene and OH radicals
predicted in this study, for (high-NO) laboratory and (moderate-NO) real atmospheric
conditions.
Theoretically Predicted Yields (%)
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Laboratory
Atmosphere
Pinonaldehyde
35.7
59.5
Acetone
17.9
11.9
CH2O
18.8
12.6
Organic nitrates
19
13.1
HCA168
11.3
11.3
CO2
30.7
8.7
HC(O)OH
9.2
CH3C(O)OH
8
a
other carbonyls
25.9
16.4
a
unsaturated dicarbonyls, unsaturated (poly)hydroxycarbonyls (cyclic and non-cyclic), methyl
vinyl ketone, methacrolein, glycolaldehyde, malonaldehyde

Table VII. Summary of available laboratory measurements of molar product yields in
the reaction between α-pinene and OH radicals at high NOx levels
Arey et al.
Hatakeyama et al.
Hakola et al.
Vanhees et al. (100 Torr)
Aschmann et al.
Fantechi, 1999
Nozière et al.
Orlando et al.
Larsen et al.
Wisthaler et al.
This work (lab.
conditions)
a

Pinonaldehyde
29 ± 5
78.5a
28 ± 5
82 ± 7
87 ± 20
6 ± 2c
34 ± 9
35.7

Product Yield (%)
Acetone
CH2O
6±2
6±5
11 ± 2.7
5
9±6
23 ± 9
5±2
19 ± 5
11 ± 3
8±1
11 ± 2
17.9
18.8

HCOOH

6
7±2
28 ± 3c
9.2

see also Nozière et al.Error! Bookmark not defined.; b Unpublished results; c due to strong oxidative conditions

3.4.3 Mechanism of OH-initiated Oxidation of Pinonaldehyde
The oxidation mechanism of OH + pinonaldehyde, which is the major product of αpinene + OH, was constructed using the same methods as above. The primary OHattack abstracts H-atoms from six different carbon atoms. For each of these
H-abstraction sites, a detailed mechanism of product formation in atmospheric
conditions was developed. Invoking only "classical" alkyl-, alkylperoxy- and alkoxy
chemistries, the objective fate of some 30 organic radical intermediates was
predicted. Total primary product yields were obtained by propagating the products
fractions of each step in the mechanism. Overall predicted product molar yields for
high-NO (laboratory) conditions are: 23% 4-hydroxynorpinonaldehyde, 10% acetone,
13% CH2O, 30 % organic nitrates, 74% CO2, 11% HC(O)OH, 17% norpinonaldehyde
and CO, and 17% other (hydroxy)(poly)carbonyls. Here also, our results are in good
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accord with the experimental data, with the exception of CH2O, for which Nozière et
al. (1999) reported a ten times higher yield ⎯ that remains so far unconfirmed. In
more realistic atmospheric conditions, at lower NO levels, our theoretically predicted
yields differ only regarding 4-hydroxynorpinonaldehyde (38%), HC(O)OH (<1%), and
nitrates (26%).
3.4.4 Novel Ring-closure Reactions of Peroxy and Oxy Radicals in the
Oxidations of Isoprene and β-Pinene
Peroxy and oxy radicals play a crucial role In the atmospheric oxidation of organic
compounds. The traditional views are that peroxy radicals react with NO or with other
(hydro-)peroxy radicals, while oxy radicals decompose, undergo a hydrogen shift, or
react with O2. However, in a thorough quantum chemical and statistical-rate
investigation, we discovered that unsatured (per)oxy radicals formed from isoprene
and monoterpenes can undergo hitherto unsuspected ring closure reactions. These
processes are shown to be competitive in atmospheric conditions, and to have a
substantial or even major impact on the oxidation products. We thus found that
isoprene oxidation at low NOx can proceed for some 5-10% through hitherto unknown
peroxy ring-closure mechanisms. Furthermore, we showed that the OH-initiated
oxidation of β-pinene should proceed dominantly through newly revealed oxy ringclosure pathways, thus offering a consistent rationalization for the "anomalously" low
observed yields of traditional-route oxidation products from this compound.

3.5. SIMULATION OF ALPHA-PINENE OXIDATION EXPERIMENTS (J.-F.M.; J.P.)
3.5.1 α-pinene + OH
The extensive set of photooxidation experiments performed by Nozière et al. (1999)
has been used to test both the mechanism and the model described in Sect. 2.4 and
2.5. It is well suited for this purpose, since it consists in a total of 37 experiments
conducted at standard pressure and temperature conditions, in presence and in
absence of NO. These experiments used either H2O2 and UV light, or CH3ONO and
visible light as radical precursor.
The comparison of the calculated vs. measured concentrations as a function of time
shows that the levels of OH, NO, NO2 and light are well reproduced by the model. As
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an illustration, Figure 6 displays the evolution of the measured and calculated
concentrations of several important compounds for two specific experiments.

Figure 6: Measured (diamonds) vs. simulated concentrations as a function of time for
two α-pinene oxidation experiments in presence of NO with visible light.
In spite of the large scatter in the experimental results and the difficulty to retrieve
true product yields from concentration data, we show that the model succeeds in
reproducing the average apparent yields of pinonaldehyde, acetone, total nitrate and
total PANs in the experiments performed in presence of NO, comforting our
confidence in the proposed mechanism in such conditions. In absence of NO,
pinonaldehyde is fairly well reproduced, but acetone is largely underestimated. This
is a likely consequence of the non-explicit treatment of the chemistry following
specific reactions in the mechanism (ring closure, oxidation of primary products).
3.5.1 α-pinene + O3
The ozonolysis experiments of Yu et al. (1999) include both gas-phase and
particulate product yield measurements, and are therefore appropriate for testing the
gas-particle partitioning module (Sect. 2.5.2). As seen on the figure below, the total
aerosol concentration is slightly underestimated by the model. Carboxylic acid dimers
are predicted to be dominant in the aerosol phase in these experiments.
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However, the model fails to reproduce the high aerosol yields observed by Hoffman
et al. (1999), for reasons unknown but possibly related to the high reactor
temperatures (320 K) used in these experiments. Further work will be necessary to
improve the aerosol model and account for the effects of (i) dissolution of oxidation
products in the liquid phase of the aerosol and (ii) particle-phase reactions leading to
the formation of less volatile compounds like oligomers and polymers.

Figure 7: Modeled (curves) and measured (squares) mixing ratios of α-pinene (left)
and total aerosol (right) in experiment B from Yu et al. (1999).

3.6. STUDY OF OH and HO2 REACTIONS OF IMPORTANT OXYGENATED
ORGANICS IN THE UT/LS
3.6.1 Reactions of OH radicals with acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, acetone
and acetic acid (J.P.)
Aldehydes
The branching fraction of H-abstraction in the elementary reactions of acetaldehyde
and propionaldehyde with OH at 290 K was measured directly by quantifying the
primary-product H2O yields of these reactions using DF–MBMS. The yields were
found to be 89 ± 6 % and 100 ± 10 % for the reactions of acetaldehyde + OH and
propionaldehyde + OH, respectively. Furthermore, an upper limit of 3 % was found
for the yield of formic acid that would result from the addition/elimination mechanism
put forward by Taylor et al 1996 as dominant pathway. We conclude therefore that,
contrary to Taylor et al, these reactions proceed quasi-exclusively by H-abstraction to
form acyl radicals R-CO, the known precursors of PANs.
Acetone
In the experimental investigation of the controversial reaction of acetone with OH at
290 K, no significant production of acetic acid could be measured; by absolute
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calibrations we found an upper limit for the branching fraction of the OHaddition/CH3-elimination channel of <5%. This direct result refutes the high acetic
acid yields recently suggested by Wollenhaupt and Crowley (2000) and by Vasvary et
al. (2001). In a complementary theoretical study, the potential energy profiles of the
OH-addition/CH3-elimination channel, the direct H-abstraction channel, and the
indirect H-abstraction path via an hydrogen-bonded OH-acetone complex, were
characterized at appropriate levels of QC theory. The barrier for OH-addition on the
C=O double bond is found to be at least 2.5 kcal/mol higher than that for the Habstraction channels. Subsequent TST theory and RRKM-master equation
calculations show that the OH-addition channel is negligible at all relevant
atmospheric temperatures. The OH + acetone reaction is shown to proceed through
a pre-reactive H-bonded complex, followed by H-abstraction of a methyl hydrogen.
The rate is strongly influenced by the H-bonding and by tunneling through the energy
barriers, which rationalizes the negative temperature dependence of the rate
coefficient observed by Wollenhaupt et al. (2000) at temperatures below 250K.
Flow reactor – CIMS studies at BISA (E.A.) in this project confirm the absence of
acetic acid as reaction product (see Sect. 3.3.2). Some five other groups have since
then concurred with our findings on this controversial issue.
Acetic Acid
The product distribution of the reaction of acetic acid, CH3COOH, with hydroxyl
radicals, OH, was also studied experimentally and theoretically. DF – MBMS
measurements at 290 K of the CO2 yield versus loss of acetic acid resulted in a
branching fraction of (64 ± 14) % for abstraction of the acidic hydrogen:
CH3COOH+OH → CH3COO + H2O → CH3+CO2+H2O. A quantum chemical and
theoretical kinetic analysis showed that abstraction of the acidic hydrogen is
enhanced relative to abstraction of a methyl-H due to the formation of a strong prereactive H-bonded complex. Addition of OH-radicals on the C=O double bond is
shown to be negligible at ambient temperatures. Thus, this reaction is shown to lead
directly to CH3 formation for a major fraction. Our generalized oxy-decomposition
SAR predicts that the OCH2COOH radicals resulting from the competing abstraction
of a methyl-H should exclusively yield CH2O, CO2 and HO2 in all atmospheric
conditions, such that (the readily photolyzable) glyoxylic acid can not be formed.
We thus conclude that for molecules bearing carbonyl- and carboxyl functionalities,
addition/elimination reactions of OH-radicals on the C=O double bond are far outrun
by H-abstractions, such that OH reacts with aldehydes, ketones and acids quasiexclusively by H-abstraction. The rate coefficient k(T) and its temperature
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dependence is strongly influenced by formation of pre-reactive H-bonded complexes
and tunneling through the potential energy barrier from these complexes. This leads
to an unexpected increase of k(T) at the lower temperatures of the UT/LS, especially
pronounced for the cases of acetone and acetic acid. For the latter, we are presently
confirming the strong negative temperature-dependence in further experiments.
3.6.2 Effective HO2-initiated removal of acetone and formaldehyde near the
tropopause (J.P.; J-F.M.)
Whereas the reactions of hydroperoxyl radicals with formaldehyde (Veyret et al.
1989) and acetaldehyde (Tomas et al., 2001) are known to occur, reactions of HO2
with ketones on the other hand are generally believed to be negligibly slow in all
conditions (Gierczak and Ravishankara, 2000).
We have computed detailed PES for the addition of HO2 radicals to CH2O, CH3CHO,
(CH3)2CO and c-hexanone, using several high-level ab initio methods (G3, CBS-QB3
and a near-converged G2M variant). The reactions were all found to proceed through
a cyclic H-bonded complex, which, via a rate-controlling TSa, gives an α-hydroxyalkylperoxy radical, Q(OH)OO (where Q stands for R-H), in various rotameric forms.
Table VIII shows the data for acetone:
(CH3)2CO + HO2•
(CH3)2C(OH)OO•
(r 3.6.2.1)
the three levels of theory agreeing to within 0.1 – 0.4 kcal/mol.
Rate constants for forward and reverse reactions and the equilibrium constant were
obtained by multi-conformer TST theory. The results agree within 30% with the
available experimental data (for CH2O and CH3CHO; see above). Both the forward
and reverse reactions are fast, resulting in rapid (pre-)equilibria. For the ketones,
redissociation at 300 K is predicted to be so fast that no reaction should be apparent,
in accord with experimental results (Gierczak, 2000). At ambient temperatures, the
equilibrium [Q(OH)OO] concentrations are negligible, but below ≈220 K, as in the
tropopause, they become high enough for the subsequent fast reactions
(r3.6.2.2)
Q(OH)OO + NO → Q(OH)O + NO2
(r3.6.2.3)
Q(OH)OO + HO2 → Q(OH)OOH + O2
to constitute efficient indirect sinks for the carbonyl, thereby also producing an
organic acid by the fast β C-C dissociation of the Q(OH)O radicals (formic acid from
CH2O, acetic acid from acetone) or, alternatively, depleting the HOx radical pool (r
3.6.2.3).
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Table VIII ZPE-corrected relative energies (kcal/mol) of the stationary points for the
acetone + HO2•
of theory.

(CH3)2C(OH)OO• reaction (in reverse order) at different levels

Structure
(CH3)2C(OH)OO•_pma
•

(CH3)2C(OH)OO _pt
(CH3)2C(OH)OO•_pp
TSa
•

c-((CH3)2C=O---HOO )
(H3C)2C=O + HOO
a

•

G3

CBSQB3

G2Mc//DFT (extrap.)

0.0
1.7 b
2.2 b

0.0
idem
idem

0.0
idem
idem

11.4

11.5

11.15

4.1

4.5

4.3

14.0

14.0

14.1

The various rotational conformers all have mirror images, included in the TST calculations

The Erel of the CH3CH(OH)OO• conformers with respect to the lowest-lying are computed at the
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level.
b

It was found that this new, HO2-initiated oxidation mechanism can indeed be
important for formaldehyde, acetone, and c-hexanone (a template for nopinone from
β-pinene), at temperatures of 210 K and lower. For these cases, the removal rate by
this mechanism in the wintertime tropopause above the temperate, polluted
continental areas, at an adopted temperature of 210 K, is predicted to be about equal
to that of the OH-reaction, and approaching the photolysis rate, while even
overtaking both the latter at 200 K. Modeling using the IMAGES global model (J-F.
Müller of BISA) confirms the importance of this reaction type also in the summertime
tropical tropopause, where it is found to account for ≈30% of the acetone removal
(see Fig. 8) and CH2O removal, to be a minor source of acetic/formic acid, and to
affect the HOx budget significantly.
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Figure 8: Modeled diurnal evolution of the removal rates of acetone for summer
conditions near the tropopause above Gadanki, India. Photolysis dominates, except
during early morning, where HO2-initiated removal is predicted to be faster. Reaction
with OH is the least important acetone sink, except during the afternoon and evening.
The dotted line is the measured temperature, right-hand scale.
Our predictions cannot claim an accuracy better than a factor of 3; at 210 K this
corresponds to 0.5 kcal/mol error in the relative energies of the Q(OH)OO with
respect to HO2 + carbonyl). Experimental verification must be awaited.
3.6.3 Organic hydroperoxide compounds (J.P.)
Reactions of hydroperoxide compounds with OH are known to proceed for a major
part by H-abstraction from the α-carbon. The fate of the resulting radicals, however,
is poorly understood, except for CH2OOH. We performed a theoretical DFT and
Coupled Cluster theory analysis of the stability of the (resulting) radicals with
hydroperoxyl- (HOO-) or alkylperoxyl (ROO-) substituents on the radical carbon,
which revealed that all such radicals are unstable, dissociating spontaneously by
O−O scission to a carbonyl compound and a hydroxy or alkoxy radical, even for
multiple substituted compounds. Therefore, it can be concluded that the atmospheric
reactions of (hydro)peroxides with OH are sources of carbonyl compounds.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This project has contributed to significant improvements in our understanding of the
processes controlling the budget of tropospheric oxidants (O3 and OH) and the
formation of organic aerosols. The primary foci of this project are 1/ the emissions,
chemistry and aerosol formation potential of biogenic volatile organic compounds
(BVOC) and 2/ the impact of volatile organic compounds in the upper troposphere.
A first important achievement of this project is the development of innovative tools
aiming to verify and improve the BVOC emissions estimates, either by confrontation
with direct flux measurements or by inverse modelling in a global model using
atmospheric observations of the BVOC oxidation by-products (CH2O and CO). A
second achievement of this project is the experimental detection and quantification of
products in the oxidation of several monoterpenes (α- and β-pinene, ∆3-carene and
limonene) by OH, using newly developed analysis procedures. A third achievement is
the construction of semi-explicit degradation mechanisms for several monoterpenes
by advanced theoretical methods, and their verification by detailed simulations of
laboratory experiments in a chemical box model. In the development of these
mechanisms, novel chemical pathways have been discovered, which were
unsuspected until now in spite of their high relevance in atmospheric conditions. A
fourth achievement is the realization of a gas-aerosol partitioning model for the
monoterpene oxidation products, of comparable or even better performance than
previously used models. A fifth achievement is the determination of specific reactions
of carbonyls relevant in the upper troposphere – in particular the reactions of acetone
with OH and the reactions of several carbonyls with HO2, reactions overlooked so far
which we demonstrated as being potentially important. A final achievement in this
project is the model prediction of the future possible evolution of the tropospheric
composition in response to changing anthropogenic emissions, in the framework of
international assessments (IPCC, ACCENT).
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